
In this era of human rights -- domestic workers still need to fight? 

Domestic workers stand up now! -- to get our rights let's shout out loud 

1. All day long we work so hard -- but we get no thanks and we get no pay 

We get no thanks and we get no pay -- but all day long we work so hard 

 

2. Domestic work is very tough -- You think no? Then do it yourself 

You think no? Then do it yourself -- domestic work is very tough 

 

3. Other jobs have regular hours -- but domestic work is day and night 

Domestic work is night and day -- but other jobs have regulated pay 

 

4. Give us clear employment deals -- define our work, our hours, our pay 

Define our work, our hours, our pay -- give us clear employment deals 

 

5. The best way forward is clear to see -- 189 you must agree 

189 you must agree -- the best way forward is clear to see 

 

6. But just one state’s no good for us -- sending and receiving are a must 

Sending and receiving are a must -- but just one state's no good for us 

 

7. Cost of living goes up and up -- what we need is a decent wage  

What we need is a decent wage -- cost of living goes up and up 

 

8. So many bosses they abuse -- we must be free to change and choose 

We must be free to change and choose -- so many bosses they abuse 

 

9. Domestic workers rights are near -- we’ll fight till we get them, do you hear?  

We’ll fight till we get them do you hear? -- domestic workers rights are near 

 

10. Domestic workers are workers too -- leaders, women, students…cool! 

Leaders, women, students…cool -- domestic workers are workers too 

 

Asia Pacific wake up now, be proud of the workers who cook and clean, who care 

for your kids and work like a team 

Asia Pacific, you must sign…ratify C189!!  


